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The Dream Apps Announces Affiliate Program
Published on 01/05/09
The Dream Apps have today announced their much awaited affiliate program that allows
website or blog owners to make money by advertising various pieces of software. The
affiliate marketing links and banners are available in Text, JavaScript and Image formats
to support the large range of websites and web hosts on the internet. The affiliate system
also boasts a library of advertisements in Text, Image and JavaScript formats ready to
copy and paste straight onto your website.
Corby, United Kingdom - The Dream Apps have today announced their much awaited affiliate
program that allows website or blog owners to make money by advertising various pieces of
software. Affiliates can earn $1.50 (USD) per sale made through advertisements that can be
placed on their website. The affiliate marketing links and banners are available in Text,
JavaScript and Image formats to support the large range of websites and web hosts on the
internet.
The Dream Apps Affiliate Program is available free of charge, all of the affiliate
payments will be paid out via PayPal at the end of each calendar month. Along with the
affiliate program, The Dream Apps will also be launching the Affiliate Center, an online
application, on which registered affiliates can sign in to check Ad Impressions, Clicks,
Sales and Money Made. The affiliate system also boasts a library of advertisements in
Text, Image and JavaScript formats ready to copy and paste straight onto your website.
Affiliate Program Features:
* Ad Impression Tracking
* Click tracking
* Copy and paste, pre-made advertisements
* Social Network Ready links.
* Sale tracking
Anyone can register to become a The Dream Apps affiliate, even if you don't purchase any
of our applications. The advertisements in the affiliate center are not just for websites,
we have versions of the ads that work on social networking sites and in email signatures,
as well as a large variety of ads for websites and blogs.
Affiliate Program Website:
http://affiliate.thedreamapps.com/
Affiliate Program Sign-up:
http://affiliate.thedreamapps.com/register.php
The Dream Apps Website:
http://www.thedreamapps.com/

Located in Corby, United Kingdom, The Dream is a small software development company
founded in 2003 by Christian Owens. The work done by The Dream is often featured on design
inspiration websites and our apps have been featured in magazines such as WebDesigner
Magazine, MacFormat and Mac Life. Copyright 2003-2008 The Dream Apps. All Rights
Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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